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Fred Beckham/Associated Press
Kevin Stewart pays for his new Nintendo Wii at E.B. Games in West Hartford, Conn., Friday, Nov. 24. Stewart waited at the
West Farms Mall since 5:30 a.m. to purchase the new system, and got the last one the store had in stock.

Students camp out for new Playstation PS3s and Nintendo Wiis, the big holiday gifts for 2006
Andy Thomspon
WINONAN
Winona State University
freshman Shane Ferrozzo
spent 30 hours at Wal-Mart in
Winona to get a Playstation 3.
With a small group of friends,
Ferrozzo arrived at the store
around 6 p.m. on Wednesday,
Nov.15, after leaving class.

Phone: (507) 457-5119

"It was fun. (Wal-Mart staff)
had us wait in the lawn and
garden section," Ferrozzo said.
"They brought in a TV and a
DVD player so we could watch
movies. We played poker.
Eventually they just handed out
wristbands and told us to come
back. I think they got sick of
monitoring everyone."
"I brought my homework
and read most of a 500-page

book for one of my classes," he
said. "I heard people at Target
had to sleep outside."
Ten people waited in line for
the video game console's muchanticipated release at 12 a.m.
on Friday, Nov. 17. Some had
arrived at noon Wednesday.
"It was mostly college kids
from Winona, except for these
two older guys who were both
toy dealers," Ferrozzo said.

"I felt bad when a couple of
high school kids showed up
Thursday afternoon thinking
they'd be first in line."
Stores around the country
saw similar scenes as garners
and EBay entrepreneurs
competed to get the first of the
PS3's and, that Sunday, Nov.
19, Nintendo's new console,

See GAMES, Page 3
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Student volunteers take to
the streets for community food
Student senate and IRHC members gathered more than 900 lbs of food
to donate to Winona Volunteer Services from 1,000 local doorsteps
Elena Grimm
WINONAN
They started with nothing
and ended Saturday with 982
pounds of donated food and
other items.
State
Winona
The
University student senate and
Inter-Residence Hall Council
dropped off empty paper
bags at about 1,000 doorsteps
surrounding the Winona State
campus on Nov. 18, and picked
up bags full of canned corn,
soup, laundry detergent and
other needed items two weeks
later.
About 100 of 1,000 bags
were filled, said student senator
AJ Schuler, who organized the
food drive.
"Things went great," Schuler

said. "Even with a 10 percent
turnout, it's something. We
started with nothing and now
we have something to show."
Schuler suggested the
community food drive to
student senate after taking part
in a similar effort in his high
school.
Student senate asked IRHC,
the Greek Council and other
student clubs to help out, too.
Schuler said that he's
pleased with the response by
student clubs.
"We've come together to
take care of certain issues," he
said.
Inter-residents
Although
Hall Council does offer a
food drive in the residence
halls each year, this is the first
time in recent history that a

contingent of student groups
have taken empty bags out into
the community to be filled up.
Schuler said that about 15
students woke up Saturday
morning to collect bags,
which were usually half full.
One bag weighed 31 pounds,
the record for the day.
Winona State security
donated a 12-passenger van
to haul the donated items to
Winona Volunteer Services on
Second Street. The van and a
Pontiac Grand Am were each
filled.
Schuler said that volunteer
service's staff was "shocked"
by the turnout.
"If they're happy, we're
happy," he said.
Winona Volunteer Services received 982 lbs of food followSchuler already has plans
ing door-to-door collections by many Winona State stulined up , for next year to
dents. One family donated 31 lbs, the record for the drive.
increase turnout by 5 percent,
or 50 pounds of food.
"It was the thought that
"We didn't do this to set asked for on the attached list,
counted,"
Schuler said. "It's the
except
for
one
thing:
the
food
some record or some goal," he
amount
of
thought and caring
in
the
boxes.
said. "We just wanted to see
that
people
have. Nothing will
The
students
who
came
to
the response we'd get—what
get
done
otherwise."
pick
up
the
bag
were
puzzled
the community thinks."
Although the community
The biggest surprise from by the empty boxes and began
phase
of the food drive ended
to
leave,
when
an
elderly
the community was a bag that
with
Saturday's pickup,
woman
came
out
of
the
house
contained everything that was
and told them that she had donations can still be made
through Dec. 13.
"all of this stuff' for them.
Free Consultations
contact
Students may
Schuler said that she
Permanent hair removal for
may have been confused by Schuler at ajschule9476@
men, women and young adults
what they were asking for. winona.edu or student senate
Regardless, he was happy for at 507-457-5316 .
her consideration.

agle

jew Electrolysis
1658 W. 9th St., Winona, MN
Carol Whittle, LE., B.S.
Licensed Electrokgist
507-454-4137

Sponsored By Cooperative Campus Ministries

Monday, December 11, 2006
East Hall (East Cafe) at WSLI
9PM
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Spring Break w/STS to
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas
and Florida. Are you connected? Sell Trips, Earn
Cash, Travel Free! Call for
group discounts. Info/Reservations 800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

Theatre department takes its
costumes to national festival
The Winona State University theatre and dance department's production of "Many
Moons" has been nominated
for representation in a costume
parade at the Kennedy Center American College Theatre
Festival in January 2007.
The costumes were designed by Winona State student
Erin Dostal, of Dodge Center,
Minn., and were constructed
by staff costumer Susan Bratt.

The production of "Many
Moons" was the theatre and
dance department's 38th annual children's show that ran
last year. The play was written by children's playwright
Charlotte Chorpenning, based
on the short story by James
Thurber, and directed by theatre and dance professor Vivian Fusillo.

GAMES
the Wii.
Sporadic violence and unruly
crowds in some cities made for
a spectacular opening of this
year's pre-holiday shopping
season.
In Putnam, Conn., the
Worcester Telegram reported
a 21-year-old Massachusetts
man stumbled into a Wal-Mart
at 3 a.m. coughing up blood after he refused to hand over his
money to a robber who then
shot him in the chest. He received a free Playstation in addition to the three he had gone
there to purchase and sell on
eBay.
The seventh person in line
waiting at Wal-mart Nov.
17, Ferrozzo, left with a rain
check.
"They told us they had ten
(systems), but it turned out
they only had four," he said.
And, as of Wednesday, Nov.
29, he was still waiting to get
one.
The console is available in
a basic version with a 20-gigabyte hard drive, but he's waiting for one of the 'premium'
systems with a 60-gig drive
and wireless internet connection. The 60-gig premium system sells for $599, $100 more
than the basic 20-gig unit.
Ferrozzo is far from alone
in having to wait for the muchanticipated Sony console.
According to Newsweek,
there were 400,000 Playstation
3s available in North America
on Nov. 17.
Sony has promised to have
1 million available by the end
of the year.
In addition to cutting-edge
high-performance processors,
both versions of the PS3 use
Blue-Ray, a new DVD format
designed for high-definition

Continued from Page 1
television screens, can watch
movies as well as gaming.
"You can't get a regular
Blue-Ray player for less than
$700, so it's actually a really
good deal," Ferrozzo said.
So, after the wait, what does
Ferrozzo plan to do with his
new prize?
"I'm going to sell it on
eBay," he said, "I'm really
more of an Xbox guy."
Ferrozzo, a business administration major, has been a fan
of the Microsoft console's Halo
series since ninth grade, but he
hopes that high demand for the
limited supply of the new Sony
systems will reward him for
his dedication.
Only one out of the ten people waiting with him at WalMart actually planned to keep
their system and play it, Ferrozzo said. Everyone else had the
same idea he did.
He said right after they were
released, PS3's were going for
$2,000 on eBay, but it's lowered to $1,000 now.
"I was hoping I could make
$1,000 profit, but I may end up
only making a few hundred,"
he said.
So, was it worth the wait?
"I would have done it just
to do it," Ferrozzo said. "There
was a real sense of community. Everyone was looking out
for each other... Maybe when
the PS4 comes out I'll do it
again."
Video games have become a
major part of American culture
in the past few decades since
the 1970s; when Atari developed a version of their popular arcade tennis game "Pong"
that could be hooked up to a
TV and played at home.
A generation of Americans
grew up with electronic gam-

WARPZONE
ALIE•EC)

Buy, Sell & Trade New & Classic Video Games! clit
We also carry collectible card games, miniatures
& board games! New items arriving daily!
M-F: 12-8PM
Sat: 10AM 6P
Closed Sunda

553 HUFF ST. - 507.474.5021
Next to Winona Student Housing

ing ever since the Nintendo
Entertainment System and the
Super Mario Bros introduced
them to the magical potential
of mushrooms in 1985.
Garners still like to play virtual sports, go on fantasy adventures, and, of course, fight
each other.
Ferrozzo mostly played
sports games on his NES and
Sega Genesis, then his friends
introduced him to Halo, a futuristic first-person shooter,
and he traded his original Playstation for an Xbox.
Jessica Myers, president
of the Winona State's Video
Game Club, prefers role-playing games.
"Right now my favorite is
Kingdom Hearts 2," she said.
"I'm waiting for Kingdom
Hearts 3."
The video game club hosts
12-hour meetings, 7 p.m. to
7 a.m., on Saturdays to play
games in the student union.
"Gaming is sometimes associated with the 'antisocial and
the unwashed,' but now everyone plays," Myers said.
Myers is a fan of the new
Nintendo Wii, which uses motion-sensitive controllers to let
a player's physical movements
control the game.
Winona State sociology professor Brian Aldrich sees a lot

of positive potential in video
games, with some limitations.
"Before a society uses an
innovation, they play with it,"
says Aldrich. "Not too far in the
future these won't be games."
Internet gaming, for example, where players compete
and cooperate online helps develop important networking
skills, he said.
Players "develop the ability
to link up with people of- different backgrounds" and work
together to achieve goals.
"That's what you need to do
if you work in an international
corporation or an NGO (nongovernment social services organization)" he said. "The best
distance education uses that
model."
"Games are lead-ins to very
serious forms of work," Aldrich
said. "Games work in a way
that's very close to the scientific method: You're presented
with a situation of uncertainty,
and you develop a series of hypotheses, then test each one to
see if it's right. When you do
get it right, you're instantly rewarded, which is what might
make it addictive."
Using sports as an example,
Aldrich points out garners learn
a lot more from playing rather
than watching other people
play.

"Hopefully, no one turns
(video games) into a professional sport," he said.
A limitation is the difficulty
that the game industry has "trying to break out" and expanding
its market beyond "a bounded
group of young males."
This might begin to change,
but slowly.
With baby-boomers retiring, Aldrich said we might see
older men coming back into
the gaming world.
Although girls don't seem
to be embracing new technology through games, Aldrich
said that "girls will pick it up
fast if they need to."
"Sometimes nerdy gamer
girls think it's a way to attract
nerdy gamer guys," Myers
says.
Myers said game companies
are making the gaming experience more personalized.
Controllers for the Wii, for
example, store personal data
that can be transferred between
individual consoles.
"You can make custom characters that look like you," Myers said. "They're really trying
to see how far they can bring
the gamer into the game."
"It's definitely a lifestyle
now," she said. "And everything's pink now, too."
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THE HISTORY OF TERRORISM
How the idea of terrorism orginated and its evolution throughout time
Shanthal Perera
WINONAN
Since the events of
September 11, 2001, terrorism
has taken a central role in all
forms of global discussion.
Yet, it's not a new concept,
because it has been in practice
for centuries and obtained
many labels.
The history of the word
"terrorist" supposedly goes
back to 1795 with British
statesman Edmund Burke's
"those hell-hounds called
terrorists" comment on the
Jacobin Club's violence
during the French Revolution,
according to James Rodgers,
professor of social sciences
at Saint Mary's University in
Winona.
co-author
Rodgers,
of "Facing Terror: The
Government's Response to
Contemporary Extremists in
America," said the earliest
American group that could
be classified as terrorists
would be the Regulators
from the Carolinas during
the 1760s.
The definition of a
terrorist depends on your
perspective a n d
ideology, said

Rodgers.
He highlighted two points
that most experts agree on
when labeling a group as a
terrorist group: Their actions
have a political aim and they
practice violence on a third
party, such as civilians, in
order to achieve their aims.
Tim Kullen, sociology
professor from University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse and coauthor of "Facing Terror: The
Government's Response to
Contemporary Extremists in
America," said the last century
has seen an increase in terrorist
organizations.
Terror
attacks
around
the world tripled in 2004
according to the U.S.
Government's National
Counterterrorism Center.
Statistics for 2005 rose
to over 3,000 after the
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U.S. Government redefined
how international terror
activities were defined. The
new definition also includes
terror attacks by Iraqis on
other non-combatant Iraqis.
Attacks on military targets are
not included in the tally.
Kullen said many of the
same forces responsible for
globalization, such as weaker
borders, weak or failed states,
ability to move money through
international markets etc., have
made it easier for individuals
with the means and money to
organize and carry out these
acts.
Most terrorist groups were
secular during the 60s and 70s,
said Kullen.
Many, like the Popular Front
for the Liberation of Palestine,
Red Army, Liberation Tigers
of Tamil Elam of Sri Lanka
and Black September, shared
tactics and trained together in
countries such as Libya.
The Iranian revolution of
1979 and the defeat of the
Soviet Union in Afghanistan
rejuvenated the Islamists,
Kullen said.
Western support for Arab
dictators
and

the State of Israel along with
poverty has also contributed
to the rapid growth of Islamic
terrorism.
Below are few of the
significant terrorist attacks of
the past three decades.

July 21, 1972 - Twentytwo bombs are detonated by the
Provisional Irish Republican
Army (IRA) in and around
Belfast, Northern Ireland
aimed at causing economic
damage. Nine people were
killed and 130 were seriously
injured. The group carried out
a total of 1,300 bombings in
1972. The event came to be
known as "Bloody Friday," for
which the IRA apologized 30
years later.
Sept. 5, 1972 - Terrorists
from a group named Black
September kidnaps 11 Israeli
Olympic athletes during
the 1972 Munich Summer
Olympics. A failed attempt to
rescue the hostages by German
officials results in a gunfight.
All the athletes and a German
policeman were killed.
April 18, 1983 - A
delivery

van

driven by a suicide bomber,
carrying about 400 pounds
of explosives, parked under
the portico in front of the
U.S. Embassy in Beirut. The
explosion killed 63 and was
the deadliest attack on a U.S.
diplomatic mission up to that
time. Six months later, a truck
bomb struck buildings housing
the Multinational forces in
Lebanon killing over 300,
mostly American and French
soldiers. The attacks led to the
withdrawal of peace-keeping
forces from civil war-stricken
Lebanon.

Dec. 21, 1988 - New
York bound Pan-Am Boeing
747 exploded over Lockerbie,
Scotland. All 259 aboard
and 11 on the ground were
killed. Passengers included 35
Syracuse University students
and many U.S. military
personnel. Libya formally
admitted responsibility 15
years later and offered $2.7
billion compensation to
victims' families
March 20, 1995

—

Members of Aum Shinrikyo, a
Japanese cult, used sarin gas,
a toxic substance named as a
weapon of mass destruction by
the United

TERRORISM
Nations, on a Tokyo subway,
which is one of the busiest
in the world. The attack was
perpetrated through five
coordinated attacks in which
each group took a couple liquid
sarin bags into the subway and
punctured the bags with their
umbrellas. Twelve people
were killed and almost 1,000
others were injured. The attack
highlighted the danger of
groups delivering chemical,
biological or nuclear attacks
on civilian populations.
Feb. 26, 1993 — Ramzi
Yousef, an al-Qaeda associate,
detonated a car bomb in the
underground parking lot of
Tower One of the World
Trade Center in New York.
He hoped the explosion would
cause Tower One to collapse
onto Tower Two. While the
explosion didn't accomplish
its ultimate goal, the plot
killed six, most of them Port
Authority officials.
July 6, 1994 — A young
Palestinian man drove his
bomb-equipped car next to an
Israeli bus in the city of Afula,
Israel. The explosion killed
six, including the bomber and
was the first bombing related
to Yahya Ayyash, AKA "the
engineer." Ayyash became a
heroic figure during the first
Palestinian intifada, of which
he created bombs for Hamas
and other Islamist groups.
The upgrade in violence
was supposedly fueled
by the actions of Baruch
Goldstein, who shot at Muslim
worshippers in the cave of the
Patriachs in Hebron, Israel,
months earlier, killing 27

Continued from Page 4
to win autonomy from the
Russian government, took
more than 1,200 students and
adults hostage in a school in
the Russian town of Beslan
in North
Ossetia. On
the third
•,40;:;4 4.'N4,;),,k•NOW, ,,W
day of the
standoff,
gunfire broke
:;•1,;,,M;;;SK,M;
out between
the hostagetakers and
Russian
security
forces,
leaving
Aug. 7, 1998
hundreds
— Simultaneous
dead and
attacks on U.S.
wounded.
embassies in
Official data
Dar es Salam,
stated that
Tanzania, and
out of the 344
Nairobi, Kenya,
casualties,
resulted in over
186 were
250 deaths and
children. Two
4,000 wounded.
years earlier,
The attacks
Chechen
were linked to
rebels held
local al Qaeda
Russians
cells and results
hostage in
in Osama bin
Flowird$ for Juttlo
the infamous
Laden
being
WastAsilort Imzmzi,ma USA
vueittevanAstountAced
Moscow
placed
on
4maiA AfgtAststtel
14AVSTI•3921
theatre siege.
the
Federal
Bureau
of
Associated Press Over a 150
were killed
Investigation's
after Russian
Ten Most This poster provided by the State Department's Bureau
of Diplomatic Security and DHS's Transportation Security
security
Wanted list.
Authority, entitled "The Faces of Global Terrorism," has
forces
stormed in,
Sept. been distributed for display at airports across the U.S.
killing all 41
11, 2001
— Nineteen people affiliated County, Pennsylvania. About terrorists. Though they were not
with al Qaeda hijacked four 3,000 people were killed in the originally considered terrorists,
commercial jet liners, crashing attacks that are now referred to experts like Kullman said he
had to rethink his position
them into targets in New York as 9/11.
after the Chechen rebels began
and Washington D.C. Both
Sept. 1, 2004 — Muslim targeting civilians.
World Trade Center towers
collapsed due to the impact of gunmen, connected to Chechen
July 7, 2005 — A series of
United Airlines Flight 175 and rebels who have been fighting

people. Israel claimed Ayyash
was responsible for the deaths
of more than 100 Israelis.
Ayyash was killed when an
explosive devise planted on a
mobile phone
was detonated
by Shin Bet
operatives,
Israel's internal
security force.
Bus bombings
would become
Flantod All
a popular tactic
with Palestinian
terror groups.

•
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Fall commencement
Winona State University's
Fall 2006 Commencementceremony is held Friday, Dec.
15, in McCown Gymnasium
in Memorial Hall beginning at
10:30 a.m.
. More than 400 fall 2006
graduates are scheduled to
participate in the 155th Com-

American Airlines Flight 11. A
third flight, American Airlines
Flight 77 crashed into the
Pentagon while a fourth crashed
into a field in rural Somerset

mencement processional.
The Commencement guest
speaker is Martin R. Lueck,
a 1978 graduate of Winona
State and partner in a national
law firm. The student speaker
is Jennifer Dobbertin, a mass
communication major from
Johnsburg, Ill.

Bloedow Bakery is looking for an
energetic, customer service
oriented person to work part-time
in the store. Saturday
morning and afternoon shifts
available. No experience needed.
Pick up application
at the bakery to apply.
451 E. Broadway
452-3682

coordinated bombs disrupt
London's public transport
system during the morning
rush hour. Three bombs
exploded within 50 seconds
of each other on three London
Underground trains. A fourth
bomb exploded on a bus nearly
an hour later at Tavistock
Square. The bombings killed
52 commuters and the four
suicide bombers who were
radical Muslims somewhat
associated with al Qaeda.
Despite the politics
involved with the issue of
Iraq, the outcome is of utmost
importance. Every option
besides a peaceful and stable
Iraq would contribute to the
growth of Islamic terrorism.
While the comparisons
with Vietnam are common,
Iraq could become the next
"Afghanistan," where Soviet
Union forces were defeated
by American-armed Islamic
militias.
Kullen believes that solving
the Israeli-Palestinian is
critical.
"We can't solve anything
without solving that first,"
Kullen said.
Education and ending
poverty will also play a major
role in ending terrorism,
according to Kullen.
"Give them something to
live for rather than something
to die for," Kullen said.

SPRING BREAK
Book Now
for
BEST PRICE
7TX777"

TRAVEL
STOP IN NOW

601 Huff Street
454-7800
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National championship
warrants great respect
and even greater money
What does a national championship
mean for Winona State pocketbooks
Sarah Brecht!
WINONAN
Winona State University's
national basketball
championship victory resulted
in more than just increased
T-shirt sales and game
attendance.
The Warriors' historymaking season aroused alumni
school spirit and attracted new
financial donors, producing
new revenue for athletics and
academics.
According to university
athletic director Larry Holstad,
membership in Winona State's
Warrior Club, an organization
dedicated to helping attract
quality student athletes to the
university, has doubled since
last year.
"People want to be involved
in what took place last year,"
Holstad said.
Created in 1992, the Warrior
Club, consisting of alumni,

community members and
other university supporters,
has raised more than $125,000
this year for the Winona State
athletic department through
their sports auctions, a yearly
golf tournament, membership
fees and a yearly holiday high
school basketball tournament.
Upon its conception, the
Warrior Club contributions
totaled only $40,000.
and
growth
"Their
been
has
contribution
humongous in helping our
growth," Holstad said.
In addition to Warrior Club
contributions, Winona State's
athletic department is funded
solely through fundraisers and
private donations.
The only state funding
allocated to the athletic
depaittnent is used for coaches
and staff salaries.
Individual honors, such
as Jonte Flowers' award for
Chevrolet/CBS National
Collegiate Athletic Association

Figures comparing athletically related student aid from colleges across the state and the
country from the US Department of Education, Office of Postsecondary Education

Division , II Championship
Player of the Game in 2006,
are financial contributions
made to Winona State, not to
the athletic department, for a
specific team or an individual
athlete. .
Student fees also are not

Have you ever dreamed of working in a Salon or Day Spa?
Your dream may be closer than you think!

THE
SALON
PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMY
• COSMETOLOGY: 54 weeks for a full-time day student,
or 113 weeks if you take evening/Saturday classes only
• ESTHETICS: 30 weeks - evening/Saturday classes only
• NAIL TECH: 20 weeks - evening/Saturday classes only

At the Salon Professional Academy
in Onalaska, you'll learn everything you
need to know about hair, skin and nails
to work in the top salons in the country.
These are great careers with solid incomes,
and you won't be in school forever!

Cosmetology classes start every 2 months, but enrollment is limited. 566 Theatre Rd., Onalaska
Start the process online at www.salonproacademy.com . 608.781.TSPA / 608.781.8772

The Salon Professional Academy is a Redken affiliated salon training center.
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used for athletic department
expenses. Rather, the money
pays for referees, officials and
other costs for the games.
Winona State's newly
appointed director of major
gifts, Carl Miller, also sees
amplified financial support in
what he calls the "university's
current number one priority:"
The Memorial Hall Wellness
Complex.
The heart of this Integrated
Wellness Concept is a 70,000
square-foot facility which
will include student health
services, counseling services,

Make the holidays special for
you and someone else
at Camp Friendship!
Work or volunteer over your
holiday break at winter camp
with people with special needs
as a camp counselor. Training,
room & board provided. Apply
at www.friendshipventures.
org or call 1-800-450-8376 for
more info. eoe

the physical education and
recreation department, the
health and exercise and
rehabilitative sciences
department, intramurals sports,
and varsity athletics.
Also included in the project
is an expanded cardiac rehab
program, an indoor fitness track
and a $4 million Memorial
Hall reconstruction including
new locker rooms.
breaking
on
Ground
the facility is expected in
the summer of 2008 with
completion scheduled for fall
2009.
"We're looking for funding
for the wellness center to be
75 percent individual gifts
and 25 percent sponsorships
from foundations and
corporations," Miller said.
When seeking monetary
donations, Miller looks
to local organizations and
especially alumni with a
rejuvenated interest in the
university.
"If
you
win
a
championship, older alums
.

See MONEY, Page 7

MONEY
tend to become very
sentimental and want to
reconnect with the university,"
Miller said.
"Athletics is the front door
to education," Miller said.
"This complex will be such
a huge addition to the health
related majors as well as our
athletic teams, and President
Ramaley has been a huge
cheerleader of it — she really
sees the connection between
the team's success and the rest
of the campus."
Despite increased revenues
from private donors and
business sponsorships, Winona
State athletics still holds one
of the lowest budgets in the
Northern Sun Conference and
in NCAA Division II sports, a
statistic which would typically
result in less success.

Continued from Page 6
In most cases, teams with
the most available scholarship
money are able to attract
better players and produce
better teams, yet Winona State
has excelled in recruiting
some of the best athletes in the
Midwest.
According to Holstad, the
NCAA allows a Division
II men's basketball team to
award no more than 10 full
athletic scholarships.
Therefore, if Winona
State's tuition cost $10,000
the basketball team could
potentially award $100,000 to
its athletes—if that money is
available.
In 2005-2006, Winona
State men's basketball team
had funds to use only about
six and a half of the potential
10 full scholarships, Holstad

Easier
than asking
your
parents
for
Cash for Books!
December 11 - 15,
8:00 am to 5:00 pm
at the WSU Bookstore,
Kryzsko Commons Building

said.
"We play a lot of teams that
are able to use all 10 full rides,
and definitely every team we
saw in the playoffs and in the
national tournament had more
money to spend than we do,"
he said.
Without
full
athletic
scholarships to offer the best
athletes in the area, Winona
State relies on factors such
as a beautiful campus and
location, reasonable tuition
prices, and strong academic
programs to attract quality
student athletes, Holstad said.
"We also have very highquality coaches here. They're
caring teachers that focus on
the university's non-athletes
as well as their own players,"
Holstad said.
Within the department,
Holstad makes it a priority
to disperse funds to all the
university's athletics.
Revenues earned by
the "top-tier financial"
teams such as football and
basketball are used to help
provide scholarships for
sports such as tennis and
golf, said Holstad.
Winona State also strives
to disperse funds as equally
to men's and women's
sports.
"We want a well rounded
program here, even if we can
only provide a team with
two or three scholarships.
It all helps to attract quality
student athletes," Holstad
said.

Book travel online
and have a real
person track your
reservations for
you!
HAMMES'TRAVEL.COM

A local company for
world-wide travel
booking!
Airfare, vacations,
hotels, rental cars and
more.

Winona State mock
trial teams place at
college tournament
Winona State University
mock trial team coach and
adjunct professor Chuck MacLean announced the highlights of Winona State's two
mock trial teams' performances
at the Norse Intercollegiate Invitational Mock Trial Tournament held on Oct. 28 at Luther
College in Decorah, Iowa.
Two Winona State mock
trial witnesses, Kim Bashaw
(Paralegal) and Brandon Hemmelman (Paralegal), placed in
the top ten.
One of the two Winona State
teams missed third place, and a
trophy, by only two points on a
single scorecard.
The following Winona State
mock trial witnesses placed
in the top four in at least one

Professor
releases CD
Winona State University
professor of music Suzanne
Rhodes Draayer will release the
last of three volumes of 'Canciones de Esparia: Songs of
Nineteenth Century Spain 2 'in
early 2007.
Each volume is split into
two editions one arranged for
high voice, the other for low
voice and contains between
20 and 30 songs, for a total of
83.Draayer said she originally
plan.
A CD set for the high voice
edition of volume 2 is available now.

Spring Break w/STS to
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas
and Florida. Are you connected? Sell Trips, Earn
Cash, Travel Free! Call for
group discounts. Info/Reservations 800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

round: Bashaw, Laura Biesterfeld (Paralegal), Co-Captain
Alison Gonzalez (Paralegal),
Derek Greene (Criminal Justice), Hemmelman, Captain
Mark Jeffrey (Law & Society),
Captain Linnea Olson (Criminal Justice-Corrections), Vic
Souders (Paralegal) and Matt
Verdick (Criminal Justice).
The following Winona State
mock trial attorneys placed
in the top four in at least one
round: Jeffrey, Ryan Hansch
(Paralegal), Co-Captain Jenna
Proctor (Paralegal), Ty Thomas
(Paralegal) and Mandy Woebbeking (Paralegal).
The teams will now focus
on the regional tournament
scheduled for late February in
Milwaukee, Wis.

507-452-8808
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Points to ponder by Carl — part two
Carl Hunter
Op/Ed Columnist

Normally, I'm instructed
to write 500 words on a topic
of my choosing. Last week, I
wrote 500 words on a bunch
of random topics of my choos-

ing. The spurts of randomness
seemed to go over well so I'll
stick with it. After all, most
of my regular articles can be
summed
up in
a few
words
anyway.
As of
Nov. 29,
2006,
t h e
avian
flu has
killed
154 people worldwide. The
regular flu kills an estimated
36,000 people in the U.S. alone
each year.
www.howtostudy.org says:
Don't study longer, study better.
Most of the costs in companies that sell insurance, loans
and things like that are in the

buildings and salespeople. People pick these services based
mostly on price. If you can get
a loan for five percent instead
of six percent, you'll choose the
company offering five percent.
As our culture grows more and
more comfortable with digital
transactions, watch companies
with non-physical products
become more and more cutthroat. Customers won't have to
be searched out by salespeople
or walk into the business. They
will simply research online,
find the lowest price and make
the deal. Some companies are
already successful in offering
the best deal because they are
based entirely online and can
do it cheaper than anyone else
can: eBay (auctioneer), eTrade
(banking & investing), Wikipedia (reference information),
elnsurance, eLoan, etc. Eventually will all non-physical ser-

vices/goods be available only
online?
Why is the bookstore & food
services mostly independent of
Winona State? How come the
school's business department
isn't running this in coordination with the Winona State student work program to deliver
the most value for all students
in terms of price, function and
educational experience?
Signing up for study rooms
in the library is annoying.
People book rooms for 7 hours
(max is 3 hours), use them for
non group work, or don't use
them at all after booking them.
Shouldn't there be a more efficient system that makes use of
our ID cards, the sensors that
tell if people are in the room or
not, and finding a room?
Of all days of the week, why
is the library only open until
midnight on Sunday?

A clinical psychologist, Dr.
Maressa Orzack, who is also
an assistant professor at Harvard Medical School, conducts
computer addiction services to
treat video game addiction. She
believes that game addiction
is a mental disorder and that
there's very little difference between drug use, excessive gambling and heavy game playing.
So, from a psychologist's perspective, crack and "World of
Warcraft" actually are the same
thing?
There was a case of one
player murdering another who
had stolen his virtual sword.
Congrats to everyone graduating this December, especially
Tyler Shepard, Richard Vining,
Briana Flattum, Nicole Aschenbrener, Stephany Bell, Brittney
Richmond and Courtney Golden, but congrats to everyone
else as well.

Forget finals: week before is worse
Samuel KeaneRudolph
Op/Ed Columnist

The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
student body. Any questions or
comments should be directed
to the Winonan publication
board, editors or submitted as
letters to the editor.
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I don't know about being
jolly, but `tis definitely the season to be stressed. Jolly might
come later... as in, Friday. Or
never, depending on how this
week finishes. As finals week
approaches for my second year
at Winona State, I cannot help
but fondly recall what finals
week was like at Indiana University my freshman year.
The week before finals week
we called "dead week." The
principle behind it was that
students needed an extensive
amount of time to study for
finals the following week and
relax just a little bit. Hopefully
then they'd be able to thoroughly prepare for their tests and be
rested for the week.
During dead week, professors
were not allowed to have tests

Kate Weber, Editor-in-Chief

or set due dates for any project that
hadn't
been assigned
at least
a month
in advance.
In camp u s
housing, mandatory 24-hour quiet
hours were in effect from the
Monday of dead week until
the end of finals week. Study
groups were posted at residence
hall front desks by subject. And,
everyone studied.
I contrast this to the muchlamented system at Winona
State, where virtually all major assignments for the second
half of the semester are due
the week before finals week
and many students pull chaotic

winonan@winona.edu

days of presentations, papers
and homework. This doesn't
even touch on the number of
final-but-not-final-final tests
given the week before a class's
real final exam.
The end result, of course, is
a campus full of students who
end up walking around looking
like extras on the set of a bad
zombie movie.
But since we really can't
change the present system and
now that I've cried over my spilt
milk, look on the bright side, at
least we're not St. Mary's students. Who would want to take
finals on a Saturday? That's just
flat-out wrong.
Every semester I wonder
how I'm going to survive this
week. Maybe there's a certain
amount of hope, though, because while I'm still not sure
how I survived this week last
semester or the one before, the

fact remains that I have survived four such weeks already.
Somehow. What's one more,
anyway?
Death warmed over, that's
what. As I type this article,
which is already late, I'm simultaneously eating lunch,
working on a brochure for my
computer applications class,
writing two stories for my news
writing class and finishing page
24 of 50 for creative writing.
Which is not terribly creative at
this point, I am forced to admit.
I am living on sugar and caffeine. I don't know what day it
is and I really don't care.
Douglas Adams always
said that the first reaction you
should have to the destruction
of your planet is simple. Don't
panic. Well, Earth is somehow
still here, but it's already far too
late for that, Mr. Adams, we're
well past the panic stage.

(507) 457-5119
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Ashley Heydt
Guest Columnist

The stress of the last two
weeks of classes, and being a
college student in general, can
make it nearly impossible to get
into the "holiday spirit." The
main reason, it seems, is being
festive can get expensive. Buying gifts alone adds up, leaving
little or no money for purchasing Christmas trees, decorations
and lights, and baking supplies.
However, this year my room-

mates and I have managed to
find inexpensive ways to get
into the spirit. In fact, we had a
tree up and our house decorated before Thanksgiving break
since we're only going to be in
Winona until Dec. 16.
Luckily, we were
able to borrow a
tree from my parents. But, if you
don't have access to
a loaner tree, places
like Salvation Army
sell artificial trees
for less than $10,

and when you take it down you
can just re-donate it. The Dollar Tree also has many holiday
items available, at the low price
of $1.
For me, decorating has been
well worth the time and money
because it makes
me feel more at
home.
Yet, if decorating is not your
thing, there are
many other ways
to get into the holiday spirit. Here

5. Make a holiday music
CD.
6. Have a white elephant or
homemade gift exchange with
friends rather than buying more
expensive gifts.
7. Buy a pair of holiday
socks or earrings and wear
them before Dec. 25.
8. Drive around and look at
holiday lights and decorations.
I hope you all have a fun and
safe holiday season, and a relaxing break from school.

are a few inexpensive ideas:
1. Host a holiday movie
night. Many television channels are running holiday movies
already and the Winona Public
Library allows students to rent
movies at no cost as well.
2. Do a cookie exchange
with friends. (The Dollar Tree
sells baking supplies too.)
3. Get a group together and
go caroling.
4. Take a roommate holiday
picture and use Photoshop to
create cards to send to family
and friends.

Letters to the Editor
.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
A reply to Ylvisaker's comments in last issue
Christine Szulczewski
Senior
Graphic Design Major
To Brent Ylvisaker
I am very offended by your
military comment. I didn't join
the Army to have my "brains
exited from my skull" And the
other men and women that join
the military don't do it because
they want to die. They are just
willing to die defending their
country. And the ones that have
died, did so defending your
right to smoke and my right to
live. They were defending all of
us-smokers and non-smokers
alike. We all have rights. And
sometimes the government decides to take those away. If you
think about all of the substances
that have been deemed illegal
by the government, you should
consider yourself lucky that
you're still allowed to smoke
legally at all.

Make T'ai Chi your New
Year's resolution
Dr. Brice J. Wilkinson

Professor Emeritus WSU
It is not too early to think
about a New Years resolution.
The Winona YMCA now offers T'ai Chi 3 times a week for
$20.00 a month. That is $1.00
a lesson, taught by a noted
Master an author with 54 years
teaching experience. T'ai Chi
is practiced by 300,000,000
people daily in China's parks
and homes for health and vitality, an ancient preventive
health system. It is both a soft,
non contact Martial Art and a
self administered Acupuncture
treatment that you play daily.
The Chinese claim T'ai Chi
keeps you healthier and that
you live longer.
Oh, yes concerning the
$1.00 lessons, anywhere else
in the U.S. this cost is $10.00
to $40.00 an hour if you are admitted. The YMCA and Memorial Hospital both are introducing T'ai Chi. We hope to soon
have objective evidence of the
Chinese health and longevity claims. All T'ai Chi players
subjectively know this. Come
Winona area people, begin your
New Years resolution now. I
will offer the month of December as a gift for all YMCA

members and non members.
Merry Christmas and T'ai Chi
New Year.
Winona State students can
also sign up online for T'ai Chi
Holistic Health: HERS 490.
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Pay it Forward
v nt
C
Check your e-mail for
you could receive a
holiday gift from one
of these great companies!

and Gerbert's
Mugby Junction
Brewing Co.
Grounds
GQ Hairstyling/Tanning
Sponsored by The Winonan and
the businesses mentioned above.

Include your all n
year in school
number for publicat"n.
mu
tees from faculty 1 tn
st Include full name, title or
department and phone
ber.
Letters from community
members must include full
name, address and phone
number: We do not run anonymous letters.
The Winonan edits for space
and relevance when necessary.
The Winonan doesn't edit for
spelling, grammar or factual
errors and we reject ads and
letters to the editor deemed inappropriate. All letters should
comply with university polldes.
Letters may be sent via email to Winonan@winonmedu
with "letter to the editor" as
the subject line.
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Flu season takes
another sweep through campus
Carrie Mitchell
WINONAN
Year after year it seems to
repeat itself. Colder weather
means everyone getting sick.
Getting sick around this time
of year usually means getting
the flu, or something very similar to it, and then having to miss
classes, meetings and appointments. "With flu season upon us
right now I am seeing a few
more absences than normal,"
said Robin O'Callaghan, mass
communications professor. "I
think I got at least two e-mails
today and four last week from
students who were home sick."
As students, one of the big-

gest concerns about being sick
is missing class. Caitlin Puckett, a sophomore theatre major
explained her situation.
"A lot of my professors take
attendance and give you points
for it. So, if you're sick, too
bad. I couldn't even imagine
trying to catch up, especially at
this point in the semester. What
would you do?"
What should students with
unsympathetic professors do?
"I think the best way for a
student to keep up in classes
when they're sick is to communicate with their professors,"
O'Callaghan said. "Being at a
laptop university, communicating with your professor via
e-mail is easy and convenient.
If I know a student is sick and

they keep in contact with me via
e-mail, I am more
likely to be flexible
with assignments
and tests."
As long as students stay in touch
with the right people, they should
be able to keep
on track. Keep in
close contact with
professors, advisers and classmates.
But all of this
keeping in touch
and staying on task
seems like a lot of
work to do while
See
FLU,
Page 12

Rachel Djukic/WINONAN
With winter setting in, more students find themselves feeling under the
weather.

No denying it: Final exams are here
Kai Oehler
WINONAN
Test-taking season is upon
us, and, unlike the holiday
season, there is nothing merry
about it.
Jillian Quandt, an academic
adviser in student support services, definitely knows this—
she works with overstressed
students all the time.
Quandt has also taught as

a faculty member, and knows
how finals can jostle students'
nerves.
"Students have walked out
of the class room without doing the backside of the test,"
Quandt said.
So, how would a student
take the edge off without a shot
glass?
To take a tip from Quandt:
A student could start by putting
their pencil down.

Santa vs Jesus
The War at Home

Did pa ever think that Christmas could
came to this?
Sunday Scheduko
Coffee 1010
$ervice 11:00
402 Main St

10

Fresh Faith - a different kind
of church
k MSS tow Plemariati FJt

And breathe.
The act of holding a writing utensil, she said, "sends the
message that they should be doing something" about the test in
front of them.
Thinking without the pressure can loosen some insights
and answers inside students'
tense brains, according to
Quandt.
And thoughts like, "I'm going to fail this class" can be just

as defeating, Quandt said.
Quandt instead recommends
mantras like, "I'm going to
study hard; I can do this."
And to stop the fear of forgetting information halfway
through the test, Quandt said
students should write down everything on the back side of the
test, or on scratch paper. This
makes it "easier to focus on the
test because you're not worried
about forgetting material," she

SEMESTER BREAK WORK!
$15.25 base-appt. No exp. nec. FT/PT.
Flex sched. Customer sales/service.
Must be 18+. Conditions apply.
Locations throughout Midwest states.
507-288-5965 or apply
at www.semesterbreakwork.com

said.
"Where do you sit?" is another question she asks students
who consult her advice.
For some, anxiety mounts
heavily on sitting next to the
door, especially as people finishing first exit, Quandt said.
Students who get eight hours
of sleep are typically better able
to perform with math equations,
Quandt said.
Drinking pop or coffee to
combat those few hours of
sleep may not be the best way
to score an "A," she said.
But if students have underlying acute test-taking anxieties,
or simply perform better on
hands-on tasks, they may want
to address them at the counseling center.

See FINALS, Page 11

Skating, sledding, skiing, snowboarding

Winona area offers fun winter activities
Stephanie Magnuson
WINONAN
"Let it snow. Let it snow. Let
it snow."
Many Minnesotans have the
opposite attitude while cooped
up in their houses during winter's snowy wrath.
But like every year, it's that
time again. Drag out the wool
sweaters, the long underwear
and those heavy winter jackets,
because there's no reason to
stay indoors this winter.
Believe it or not, Winona offers a variety of fun outdoor activities during those seemingly
bleak months.
St. Mary's University has
a sledding hill which many
students frequent during the
snowy winter months.

Winona State junior Brittany
Hastings said sledding down
the St. Mary's hill is one of her
favorite winter activities.
"It is so much fun to be
outside with friends and crazy
things always happen." Hastings said.
If you're looking for an allday activity with a little more
adventure, skiing or snowboarding is a great way to fulfill
a need for speed.
Mt. La Crosse Ski & Snowboard in La Crosse Wis., has
eighteen slopes and trails with
all-day lift tickets for $40.
Coffee Mill Ski Area is another popular location. About
40 miles away in Wabasha,
Minn., its paths and slopes are
arranged in a circular-shaped
layout. All-day lift tickets are

$30.
"(I enjoy) skiing in either
Wabasha or La Crosse because
it is nice to get outside for some
fresh air on the slopes," said
Winona State senior Jon Orella.
If a tight budget or lack of
transportation halts the idea of
skiing or snowboarding, Winona offers local winter entertainment.
Winona State senior Amanda
'Finley enjoys snowball fights
and football in the snow.
"Both activities are great for
a big group of friends and it's
nice to be active after spending
so much time indoors," Finley
said. "I also love warming up
with hot chocolate or coffee afterwards."
Winona State junior Jess

Finals
Continued from Page 10
But Winona State philosophy professor Kevin Possin
may suit students who'd rather
take home their final.
"I think it's a waste of a class
period," Possin said.
"In the real world you're
handed a project," Possin said.
"You do well on the project.
That's the real world."
Writing open-ended papers,
essay format, he said, "sort of
invites B.S. or plagiarism."
Possin said students have to
demonstrate learning by apply1111.11

ing the material to a new topic.
For his students, Possin said,
it's "an open-ended opportunity
to show me all they know."
Possin said, after graduation,
"you're hired to do a job and I
think that's how a classroom
should be run."
Still, get real: finals aren't
going away anytime soon.
Quandt said while she
doesn't "recommend making these decisions," students
sometimes may have to evaluate how much the test affects

the final grade; if the test will
affect gardes in other classes;
and if the classes are more important than others.
But no matter what's decided, Quandt said, as stressful
as the end of a semester can be,
botched finals can be a "catalyst for better studying habits
the following semester."
Reach Kai Oehler at KE0ehler2681@winonaedu.
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Griffin likes the spontaneity of
winter activities.
"My favorite Winona winter
activity is snowball fights by
the bus stops or in the middle
of campus," said Griffin. "They
are random and fun and can
start when you least expect
them."
Equipping yourself with
an extra layer of clothing and
a good pair of boots is good
preparation for the hiking trails
at St. Mary's.
"I love running around the
lakes but if there is too much
snow. I love hiking the St.
Mary's trails," said Winona
State senior Nick Hartlep.
Once the temperature drops
below freezing and Lake Winona ices over, the city shovels
a portion of the lake for corn-

munity ice skating.
College life is busy and finding enough time to ski or hike
is often difficult. Take a walk
around Lake Winona with a
friend and catch a breath of
fresh air.
Although it may seem as if
Minnesotans are constantly
scraping off their cars, shoveling snow and complaining
about the cold weather, there
are plenty of activities in Winona. So, grab your friends and a
pair of warm socks and enjoy.
Reach Stephanie Magnuson
at SEMagnus1264@winona.
edu.

10 Days
of Giving
SALE
when you donate
non-perishable
food items!
4 items = 20% off
of your entire
purchase of Clothing
Hats, Gifts, Posters,
Gift Books and more!
@ the WSU Bookstore
Kryzsko Commons Bldg.
Dec 1 & Dec 4 - 8,
8am to
5pm
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Healthy Choices • Pizza • Sandwiches
Snacks • Fresh Milk • Fruit • More!

Making it fresh for you.
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of purchase. Not good with any other offers, discounts or
combos. Good at the Winona, MN Kwik TKO Stared only.
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cold weather with wet hair or
without a jacket can contribute
to you becoming ill. When the
body gets chilled, it becomes
more susceptible to viral infections getting into the body's
system. Keeping warm and dry
are important."
"Many of the local clinic and
hospitals are still giving out flu
shots," O'Callaghan said. "Students should look into this."
Flu shots are also another
preventative measure that helps
avoid illness this season.
Shots are offered in health
services afor $10. If interested,
the number for Winona State
health services is (507) 4575160.
Reach Carrie Mitchell at
CLMitche6325@winona.edu .

Donation barrels are also located in the registrar's office in
Somsen 114 and the advancement office in Somsen 210 until Sunday.
Most non-perishable food
items are accepted.
For more information on the
discount sale event, call Deb
Pelowski at 507-457-5673 or email dpelowski@winona.edu .
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Use this coupon to get
54 off per gallon on your
next purchase of quality
Kwik Trip gasoline!
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you're sick. How about avoid
getting sick in the first place?
Diane Palm, director of student health services had some
advice for students.
"Keep your immune system
strong by eating plenty of fruits
and vegetables, getting seven
to eight hours of sleep every
night and washing your hands
with soap and water or hand
sanitizer multiple times during the day, but especially before eating and after using the
bathroom." The hand sanitizer
shouldn't be a problem considering the university has recently placed dispensers throughout
campus.
Palm also assures students
that "Yes, your grandmother
was right. Going outside in this

The Winona State University book store features a 20 percent discount sale until Friday,
Dec. 8., as part of the 18th annual "10 Days of Giving" food
drive.
To qualify for the 20 percent
discount on clothing and giftware, the customer must make
a donation of four cans or boxes of food, or a $5 cash donation. Gift wrapping is available
for a $1 cash donation to the
foodshelf.

Use this coupon to get
MO 1/4-pound or Specialty
Hot Dogs only $1.00!
0 0
Refl. $1.29 OIL

Continued from Page 10

Bookstore has sale as
part of food drive

No-Fee* ATM
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Expires 12-31-06.
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Roberts:'Stranger Than Fiction' provides originality
Jonathan Roberts
WINONAN

Does anyone else remember
that time when Jim Carrey was
in three years worth of crappy
movies? And then he pulls the
amazing, "Eternal Sunshine of
the Spotless Mind" out of nowhere? Well Will Ferrell just
found his "Eternal Sunshine."
After years of formula, cookie-cutter comedies, Will Ferrell
steps outside the lines to try
something a bit more dramatic
in "Stranger Than Fiction."
He plays Harold Crick, an
IRS agent who calculates every move he makes, follows the
same daily routine and lives the
same boring life day after day,
synchronizing every mundane
act with his wristwatch.
Then, one day, his wristwatch goes a little crazy.
Crick starts to hear a woman's voice narrating his every
move, dictating his life, but no
one else can hear it. The voice
is that of previously acclaimed,
currently struggling author,
Kay Eiffel.
The words taken directly
from the book that Eiffel is
writing are nothing but a nuisance until one day, Eiffel announces that Harold Crick must
die, like every main character
in her beautifully depressing
existentialist novels.
As she fights off writers
block, Crick is fighting for his
life. With impending doom

single-celled organisms.
around every corner, Crick til then I'll
takes on two adventures in a suffice with
Reach Jonathan Roberts at
desperate attempt to live.
the cute little
JPRobert1732@winona.edu .
One adventure is his last ladies over
ditch effort to find out where at Bledoew
the voice is coming from and Bakery.
what it means. To help do this,
And until
he enlists the guidance of a Hollywood
prestigious professor of Eng- stops remaklish and literature from the lo- ing old movcal university.
ies, "StrangThe other adventure is even er Than
stranger to Crick than imagi- Fiction" will
nary voices.
do a good
He falls in love. He falls for job of prothe gorgeous tattooed owner viding a jolt
of an independent bakery, Ana of originalPascal, whom Crick is sup- ity into the
posed to be auditing.
theaters.
Opposites attract and as
Not quite
sparks fly between Crick and indie, not
Pascal, the gears are turning quite blockfor Eiffel as she gets closer to buster,
writing a good way for Crick to "Stranger
Than Ficdie.
From the previews I saw I tion" is a solwas not sure what to expect, id screenplay
but I was pleasantly surprised for anyone
SONY
to see Will Ferrell in the kind of who has half Dustin Hoffman as Dr. Jules Hilbert in a story
role he was made for—playing a brain. This about Harold Crick (Will Ferrell), who finds
the slightly oblivious "lost little excludes ro- himself the subject of narration only he can
boy" who can't quite reach the bots, scare- hear, which affects his entire life, from his
crows and work, to his love-interest, to his death.
top shelf.
A constant blank look, minimal facial expressions and a
helplessly juvenile voice are
parts of Ferrell's comedic repertoire to take a serious situation, like the announcement
of imminent death, and twist
them into theater-filling bouts
of laughter.
I found myself engrossed in
the "I don't want to die" plight
(Plan to earn credits this summer.)
of Crick and at the same time
smiling at his awkward manbest educational value in the upper Midwest
nerisms and ignorance to Pas(quality, affordability)
cal's crush on the "tax man."
Continuing the duality that
superb reputation with four-year institutions, employers
(preparing you to succeed)
lies at the core of this movie,
the comedic tragedy is shown
excellent transfer to four-year institutions
off well with Ferrell's inherent
(excel when there, research shows)
laugh factor and the script's inabout one tenth the cost of private colleges
telligent, darkly written downer
(on average)
of a story.
classes offered days, evening and Saturdays;
"Stranger Than Fiction" is a
scholarships and financial aid available
solid attempt at a fresh direction for Hollywood, supported
Contact us.
by smart writers and well positioned acting, giving Ferrell the
rmar e Id conveniently located In Bloomington, MN,
role he was intended for and
minutes from the airport and Mall of America.
Maggie Gyllenhaal the sleeve
of tattoos she deserves. I wish
REGISTER ONLINE! www.normandale.edu (866) 880-8740
she was my local baker but un-
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No. 1 Warriors shine bright

Chandler MacLean
WINONAN

They even have a blimp.
As if - the hottest ticket in
town could get any bigger. Consider the early season run-down
of the undefeated Winona State
University men's basketball
team:
1:1 Coach Mike Leaf has already been identified as a serious candidate to take over the
recently-vacated Gopher men's
coaching job.
❑ The Warriors are on pace
to approach 50,000 spectators
in 15 home games.
❑ Through five games, the
Warriors average scoring margin was a staggering plus-24.6.
❑ The Warriors, favored to
win the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference in the preseason coach's poll, beat the
team picked to finish second,
Northern State, by 28.
❑ Twenty-eight is also the
number of consecutive games
won by the Warriors dating
back to last season. Sixteen, the
number of consecutive NSIC
wins. And 15, the number of
consecutive home wins.
❑ Home games feature a
baseline pep band, halftime
entertainment and a uniformed
crew of lucky towel kids.
1:1 "The Cotton-Eyed Joe
guy" is going to need a produc-

tion crew and stunt double to
top some of his early theatrics.
❑ And yes, a Winona National Bank, mini-blimp now
sporadically circles McCown
Gymnasium during breaks in
action.
"Our fans probably scare the
crap out of the other teams,"
center John Smith said. "I would
hate to play here if I was the
other team. With wins, you get
fans and
•
•.
that
how it
happens.
Luckily right
now
we're
win Cotton-Eye Guy ning
a n d
we have some great fans, so
it's been an awesome atmosphere."
And the circling of the bandwagons isn't without merit. The
purple machine hasn't come
across much of a challenge
since beating the Gophers in the
preseason finale, despite facing
mostly top-flight competition.
Saint Joseph's (Ind.) beat
Winona State 81-76 last year.
This year, the Warriors beat
the Pumas 90-68. The 28-point
win over Northern State came a
year after the Warriors took four
nail-biters to beat the Wolves
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by a total of 46.
"We're where we want to be
right now, but we know we can
keep improving," senior guard
Zach Malvik said. "That's our
plan right now."
The Warriors (6-0, 2-0) have
already recaptured the balanced
brilliance that carried the program to its first-ever national
title last year. They've had a
different leading scorer in each
of their first four games. Four
of the five Winona State starters
averaged double-digit scoring
through five games and sharpshooting first-year reserve David Johnson wasn't far behind
at 9.8 points per game.
While Johnson (53 percent on 3-pointers through
five games) has provided the
Warriors arsenal with a new
weapon, the returning cast has
looked as poised and polished
as ever.
Senior point guard Zach
Malvik (16.4 points, six assists,
3.4 rebounds) can take over
any game offensively. Smith
(16.6 points, 10 rebounds, 1.8
blocks) has owned the paint and
could easily be a 20/10 player if
he regained his touch from the
free throw line (43 percent). Junior guard Jonte Flowers (12.8
points, 5.8 rebounds, 4.2 assists, 4 steals) tires you out just
watching him, yet amazingly,
never seems to tire himself.
Senior guard Quincy Henderson (10.2 points, 5.6 rebounds)
is quietly as important as anyone on the team (second most
minutes per game, 26.8) with
his composure and defense. Se-

Doug Sundin/WINONAN
Freshman guard David Johnson drives to the hoop.

nior forward Joe Ingvalson (5.4
points, 52-percent shooting)
has been the complimentary
threat Leaf hoped for.
"I'm very comfortable with
the rotation," Flowers said,
"Because, to be honest, I trust
all 16 guys. I don't care who's
on the floor, I know they all can
get the job done."
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As for the rumors that have
Leaf departing for the Gophers
—a move that would likely happen immediately following the
season—Leaf's name has surfaced in at least two prominent
state publications and from one
national analyst as a possible
replacement. Leaf said he's always been a Gopher's fan, but
the ninth-year coach was quick
to add that he hasn't even considered a change of scenery.
"I haven't given it any
thought," Leaf said. "I really
haven't."
It's hard to blame Leaf's inclination for Winona. He has
the best college basketball team
in the state—D-I Gophers included. He also has the best DII team in the nation. He even
has a blimp.

The Perspective: What to watch for over break

Scott Swanson
Sports Editor
Here's a completely random
thought—all three professional
sports teams based out of the
city of Pittsburgh, Penn. have
the same team colors. That's
right, the Steelers, Pirates and
Penguins are all primarily
yellow and black teams. That
struck me a few days back.
Coincidence or Conspiracy?
Could be an interesting debate.
Anyway, now that we have
that out of the way, here's
some things to keep you en-

tertained during winter break.
Finally, a month of no classes,
no homework and no schoolrelated stress (Although for
me, the Viking-related and
Timberwolves-related stress
will fill in for the school-related stress quite nicely).
Dec. 18:
Monday Night Football—Indianapolis Colts vs.
Cincinnati Bengals
Last year, Chad Johnson
proposed to a cheerleader after
scoring a touchdown when
these two teams met in a 45-37
shoot out win for the Colts.
With both teams retaining
their high-powered offenses,
look for the rematch of these
two top AFC teams to be just
as exciting.
Dec. 19-20:
Winona State men's
basketball at the Bahamas
Sunshine Shootout

The Warriors face one of
their toughest tests of the
season when they square off
against Wingate (N.C.) on
Dec. 19.
Wingate is currently 5-1 and
led by standout Sean Barnette
who is averaging 21.5 points
and 6.7 rebounds a game.
Dec. 21:
Minnesota Vikings at
Green Bay Packers
In what could be the most
meaningless Vikings/Packers
matchup in years, only pride
will be on the line in this one.
Despite down seasons for
both teams, don't underestimate the fierce rivalry that will
make this game as intense as
any.
Dec. 23:
Ohio State vs. Florida
(Basketball)
After the recent annoucement of the NCAA Football

National Championship game,
this college basketball game
between two of the top teams
in the nation could be even
more intriguing.
Florida will face Ohio State
for the national football title
on January 8, but first the two
schools will square off on the
hardcourt.
A healthy Greg Oden should
propel Ohio State over the
defending champion Gators.
Dec. 25:
L.A. Lakers at Miami
Heat
I don't think I can remember the last time Shaq hasn't
played a basketball game on
Christmas day.
Anyways, the Kobe vs.
Shaq matchup only happens
twice a year, so it's one you
don't want to miss.
Dec. 31:
Minnesota Wild host Ana-

heim Ducks
The Wild will look to prove
they belong among the top
teams in the NHL when they
square off against the league's
best—the Ducks.
Jan. 6-7:
NFL Wild Card weekend
Nothing beats wild card
weekend. 12 hours of competitive NFL football a day for two
straight days. I can't wait.
Plenty of NBA superstars
at the Target Center
Timberwolves fans will
have plenty of chances to
watch some of the best players in the game in action over
break.
Kobe and the Lakers come
to town Dec. 20, Tim Duncan
and the Spurs come Jan. 3, Allen Iverson and the 76ers come
Jan. 5 and Yao and T-Mac roll
into town on Jan. 7.
Reach Scott at SDSwanso3092@winona.edu .

There IS an Alternative for Text Books!
Want even LOWER prices next semester?
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Buyback, and receive a voucher for an
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books!
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Warriors win four of seven to open season
Matt Huss
WINONAN

that was to come in an 89-86
double overtime win over Waldorf in the season opener.
Winona State trailed for most
Despite a roster that features
of
the second half until junior
just one senior, only one true
guard
Kayleigh Lutz sent the
Point guard and two freshmen
game
to
who are logging big minutes,
the Winona State University its first
women's basketball team has overbeen better than expected t i m e
through the first three weeks of with a
f a• d e the season.
And they've been just as ex- away 3pointer
citing.
The Warriors (4-3, 1-1) to tie the
played in several close games score
Reimer
last year—finishing with a 3- 6 4 - 6 4 .
A
pair
4 record in games decided by
six points or less—and are on of Wala similar pace this year, with dorf free throws sent the contest
three of their seven games be- into a second overtime, where
sophomore forward Jamie Maing decided by four or less.
The Warriors showed some j erowicz and junior guard Shelof the drama and excitement by Krueger combined for nine

Worried
about
regnancy?
Birthright
can
hel
For more than 30 years, Birthrig has
/

•

help thousands of students worried about
pregnancy. Our friendly volunteers offer
free and anonymous pregnancy tests,
answers to questions, referrals to
community services and, most
important, a friend to listen.
All of our help is free and confidential.
Call anytime: 452-2421
920 W. Fifth St.
24-hour Hotline: 1-800-550-4900
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of the Warriors' 13 points en
route to the win.
The Warriors found themselves in another pressure situation against . Wisconsin-La
Crosse just three days later.
UW-L led 35-34 at halftime,
despite the efforts of Winona
State freshman guard Nikki
Fleck, who connected on 3-of4 3-pointers in the first half.
Junior forward Amanda Reimer provided the second half
spark for the Warriors, scoring
12 of her game-high 20 points
in the final 20 minutes as Winona State outscored the Eagles
36-28 after the intermission.
UW-L managed to cut the
Winona State lead to 64-63
with 1:38 left in regulation, but
the Warriors again played their
best basketball under pressure,
scoring the final six points of
the game to earn a 70-63 win.
However, it was crunch time
mistakes that haunted the Warriors in losses to Augustana and
Nebraska-Kearney.
Winona State had the lead
five times in the game's final
five minutes in the 67-63 loss
to Augustana, and had a chance
to tie or take the lead with 30
seconds left in the game, but
Reimer turned the ball over
ing to make a move in the lane.
It was one of the few lowlights from Reimer this season.
The 5-foot-10 forward's 13.1
points per game is second only
to senior center Leslie Ross
(13.4), and her 8.1 rebounds
per game leads the team.
But Reimer's 14 points on
5-of-6 shooting wasn't enough
to help the Warriors pull off an
upset on the road in a 77-68
loss to Nebraska-Kearney.
The Warriors trailed by 17
with 11 minutes remaining
before going on a 22-8 run to
pull within three points in the
final minutes. But the Lopers
were able to hold on and spoil
the coming out party of Winona State freshman guard Anna
Wurtz, who scored 14 points

on 6 of 13
shooting.
Wurtz
carried her
sharp shooting into a
77-63 victory over
Edgewood
College last
Monday,
connecting on five
3-pointers
and finishing with 15
points in the
Warriors'
final nonconference
game.
ditEANZ,
Early inDoug Suudin/WINONAN
dications
Winona State's Molly Anderson drives during
suggested the Warriors' 62-54 win over Mary (N.D.).
that Winona
State would
She will next time."
uncharacteristically cruise to a
Krueger had 11 points and
second straight comfy win on 10 assists, and Ross, who went
Friday against NSIC preseason 11 for 11 from the free-throw
favorite Northern State, as the line had 19 points.
Warriors held a 39-30 lead at
"Moral victories feel good
halftime.
for about five minutes," BalBut Northern opened the lard said. "We played the team
second half with a 21-6 run to picked to win the league right
take a 51-45 lead with 11:19 to to the wire; we just missed the
play.
last shot."
The
While Ballard scoffed at the
War- idea of the loss being a moral
riors victory, he admitted that he
fought feared his team may suffer a
back letdown the next night against
a n d the University of Mary.
gave
Early on, it looked as though
them- a letdown was looming, as the
selves Warriors shot a paltry 27 perRoss
an op- cent from the floor and trailed
portu- 26-25 at halftime.
nity to win or send the game
But, Winona State went on
into overtime on their final a 24-6 run to open the second
possession, but Krueger passed half and never looked back en
up a potential game-winning route to a 62-54 victory.
3-pointer to feed Ross inside,
Reimer led the Warriors with
whose jumper clanged off the 19 points and 11 rebounds, and
rim as time expired.
Fleck added 17 points.
"I told them that if they give
"We're not a bad team," Balus a three, take it," Ballard said. lard said. "We only have one
"But you snooze, you lose. I senior, but we're going to be
wanted Shelby to take that shot. alright."

North Dakota has no trouble eliminating Warriors
Season ends, but
many Warriors
receive honors
By staff and services
GRAND FORKS, N.D. —
Another successful season for
the Winona State University
football team came to an end
Nov. 18 at North Dakota.
The Fighting Sioux beat
Winona State 42-0 in the first
round of the NCAA Division II
playoffs.
The Warriors, who were already without starting quarterback Drew Aber, lost quarter-

back Aaron Boettcher for the
game during their first set of
downs.
North Dakota, who has beaten Winona State three times in
the past two years, had a 28-0
lead by halftime.
North Dakota running back
Ryan Chappell finished with
236 yards rushing and five
touchdowns.
Mike Trotter filled in for the
Warriors at quarterback and finished 11-of-31 with 98 yards.
Senior linebacker John
Tackmann led the Warriors on
defense with 11 tackles. It was
the preseason Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference defensive player of the year's final

game in Warrior purple.
The Warriors finished the
season 9-3 and made their
fourth trip to the playoffs since
2001.
Shawn Cunningham was
named to the ESPN The Magazine All-America team
To be nominated for the
ESPN The Magazine Academic All-America team, a student
must be at least a sophomore
with a 3.2 or higher cumulative
grade point average and be a
starter or significant reserve.
Six Warriors, including Cunningham, were also named to
the NSIC All-Conference first
team.
Senior linebacker John Tack-

mann, sophomore kicker/punter
Mike Salerno, senior offensive
tackle
Chris
Zimmerman,
senior
offensive
guard
Caleb
NichCunningham olson,
senior
defensive end Colin Charlson
rounded out the first team selections.
It was the second consecutive year Tackmann and Salerno
were named to the first-team.

Tackmann was also named
the NSIC Defensive Player of
the Year for a second straight
season. He also received the
Glen
Ga1ligan
Award,
which
is given to a
football
player
who
Tackmann
participates at
his university for four years,
is academically superior and
makes a positive contribution
to the university.

Soccer players rewarded
for efforts on and off field
By staff and services
The Winona State University
soccer team had two players selected to the ESPN The Magazine All-District V academic
team.
Senior defender Christine
Beatty was named to the first
team
while
junior
mid fielder
Kallie
Tellefsen was
named
to the
third
Beatty
team.
T o
be nominated for the ESPN
The Magazine Academic AllAmerica team, a student must
be at least a sophomore with a
3.2 or higher cumulative grade
point average and be a starter or
significant reserve.
As a result of the first team
selection, Beatty was placed
on the ballot for All-American
honors.

Beatty was also named to the
Daktronics NCAA Division II
All-America team and the Daktronics All-Central Region first
team.
Sophomore
goalkeeper
Amanda Diehm, senior defender Whitney Bernhardt and junior forward Holly Sutton were
named to the region's second
team.
The Warriors also swept the
main Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference awards.
Sutton was named offensive
player of the year, Beatty won
defensive player of the year
and Amelia Kasten was named
newcomer of the year. Coach
Ali Omar was named co-coach
of the year.

Had my first class today, and
my tuition will be paid in full.
Some people think college is
too expensive but I found a
way.

Pulvermacher gets
honored by NSIC
The Winona State volleyball
team's Megan Pulvermacher
was named an NSIC all-conference honorable mention selection.
The 5-foot-11 outside hitter finished her stunning career
with 637 kills and 483 digs
spanning over three seasons. •
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Planning to quit smoking after college? The odds are against you.
Research shows most students who say they'll quit smoking right after college...can't.

For help, call (888) 354-PLAN

Youthful track team prepares for indoor season
Adam Stanek
WINONAN
If there were three words
that described the Winona State
University women's indoor
track team, it would be 'young,
but talented.'

This season's track team
features many new faces, as the
Warriors beefed up their squad
from last season.
The Warriors only lost four
seniors from last year's team,
but brought in 21 freshmen,
completing a 46 athlete roster

Walk or ride ree btOCk5 over to Wabasha Hall
to visit the Fitness Center, ileatth Services or the
Child Care Center startirve, Tuesday, Jan.1 6. See
map below for directions,

for the Warriors this year.
ty, Brit Reinbolt, and Heidi In- Warriors' top sprinters during
Despite the Warriors being abnit were the four seniors and the indoor season last year.
Samantha Lisowski emerged
very young this season, coach their contributions were valuMason Rebarchek feels the able to the Warriors winning as a freshman last year and she
came up with some big finishes
team is talented enough to have the NSIC last year.
for Winona State
a shot at the Northern Sun Intercolduring the outdoor
legiate Conference
have a solid team... season.
Rebarchek
title.
"I think we defi- There are three or four schools hopes the freshmen class can
nitely have a solid
team," Rebarchek in our conference that have a learn and adapt in
collegiate track
said. "We lost some
shot at winning it this year and I aatmosphere.
good people last
"Overall, it's
year, but a small thinly we're one of those teams"
a
solid
freshmen
number of people so
-Mason Rebarcheh
class with some
that's always good.
definite potential,
There are three or
and we're just
Despite the Warriors losing waiting to see where that pofour great athletes, the Warriors tential lies," Rebarchek said.
bring back two All-Americans "In every event group, there are
to this year's squad, Emily freshmen who have some potential to make an impact and
King and Bria Magnuson.
King finished second at the that's the exciting thing about
Division II Outdoor Track and this team."
Winona State's first meet
Field National Championship
will be Saturday when the Warin the weight throw.
Magnuson
Magnuson finished eighth in riors travel to Mankato, Minn.
the pole vault in the champion- for the Mankato State Open.
four schools in our conference ships.
Winona State finished 31st
that have a shot at winning it
this year and I think we're one out of 58 teams at the national
meet.
of those teams."
,:§MRNM
The Warriors also
Even though
bring back some oththe Warriors did
er terrific athletes.
lose a small numMarissa Girolamo,
ber of athletes,
Nikki Lonning, and
those seniors
Adi Luedtke are three
they lost last year
returning seniors that
were keys to the
bring a lot of talent to
Warriors winthe team.
ning the Northern
Kin g
However, the WarSun Intercolleriors have some talgiate Conference
ented underclassmen as well.
championship.
Deidra Faber, Gretchen Har- Jessica Devine was one of the
"S..

Check out our
first issue of
the spring
semester on
Jail. 24!
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RESEARCH SHOWS THAT MOST STUDENTS WHO SAY THEY'LL QUIT SMOKING AFTER COLLEGE CAN'T.

